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'Drama, like conjuring, is an art of illusion'

—  , Magic & ShowmanshipHenning Nelms

Beyond the Basics
This course is called Beyond the Basics. However, it does not mean that the basics
have by any means been mastered yet! In fact I am assuming that you know a few
tricks, but don't have a proper grounding in the basics of card magic at all.
So, what are the basic skills of the magician? In this 4 week journey, we will examine
one key principle each week, and look at the different ways it can be used or
applied. This will give you a better understanding of how things �t together, and the
ability to be able to create your own routines in the future.
This course is so called because it takes you beyond knowing a few tricks to
understanding some of the core principles that underpin them. It is a journey that
will take you from little or no knowledge, to having a map of magic methods in your
head. This will help you in the long run to become a creative magician who thinks
about what they are doing, and why they are doing it. 

Becoming a Magician
It is my great pleasure to start you on your journey towards becoming a magician.
You are going to have fun, and learn some amazing secrets. But before we go any
further, it is important to remember that it's not just about the tricks that you do,
but how you present them, and how you make your audience feel. In fact the word
'trick' isn't helpful at all. What you are going to show people should feel to them
like   - i.e. something impossible - not a puzzle to be worked out.magic
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No one likes to be 'tricked', but people love to be 

As you read the following methods, principles and routines, remember that you are
going to be an . It just so happens that your ve

entertained or lifted out of their
daily lives to experience something extra-ordinary. This is your job: to make a
difference to people, and to give them an experience that they will remember. It's
not just a process of showing how clever you are that you can �nd their chosen
card, or make something disappear. It's about transcending the everyday and giving
them a feeling of astonishment.

entertainer hicle is magic. Think about
how you can create drama, tension, fun, and that sweet feeling of 'impossibilty'. The
method, in some ways, does not matter - but what the audience experiences, and
how they feel about it, matters more than anything else. You can use a simple
principle to mystify, entertain, and draw incredible reactions from people, or you
can perform tricks and puzzles that no-one will want to watch. Sadly there are
experience magicians, and professionals even, who still need to learn this lesson. If
you can think about your presentations in terms of entertainment just even a little
bit, you will already be a step ahead of others who should know better. Start now by
learning the right way. Start thinking about how you are going to present the
illusion of magic to your audience.

Technique: positions of the deck

During these lessons, you will be required to hold a deck of cards in certain positions, so it helps
to know what these terms mean before you begin. They are: dealing position, overhand shuf�e
position, and biddle grip. Take a look at the photos which follow, and note the arrangement of
the hand and �ngers. 
Please note: all photos have been shot for a right hand person - you may need to mirror these
positions if you are left handed.
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Above: Dealing position

Above: Overhand Shuf�e position.   
Below: Biddle Grip
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The Jacks Burglary

Set-up: Start with the four jacks on the face of the deck.

This is an easy routine to perform, and a simple method. However, the key to doing
it well relies on your ability to secretly gain 3 indifferent cards behind the four jacks
at the start, and handle those cards naturally. 
The basic plot is that you take out the four jacks, telling the audience that they are
'burglars'. The deck of cards represents a building. They land on the top. and three
jacks go into different parts of the deck. One is left on the roof as a look-out. When
he sees the police, the rest back to the top and they escape by helicopter. 
The method is simply that you get three cards behind the jacks, and put those cards
face down into different parts of the deck - so actually all four jacks remain on top.

Begin by spreading the cards and showing you have four jacks at the face of the
deck. In doing so, spread a little further and get a break under three indifferent
cards past the jacks. So that is seven cards in total. 

Technique: the break

A 'break' is a method of holding a position in the deck, usually with the little �nger. With the
hand holding the deck, insert the tip of the little �nger, but make sure from the front (audience
viewpoint) that no gap in the cards is visible. This method can be used to keep track of the card
above or below the break, or add additional cards to a stock as we are doing here.
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Square the cards up, keeping the break with the little �nger. Lift up the block of
seven cards - holding them at the shorter edges between thumb and �ngers - and
display to the audience with the �rst jack facing them. In other words, when you
pick up what they think is four jacks, you mustn't let them see additional thickness
by showing the edge. Immediately �ip the rest of the deck face down in your left
hand, and �ip the cards in your right face down on top. It should be a smooth series
of actions that does not draw suspicion.

Tell the audience the story of the jacks as burglars. They land by helicopter on the
roof, and raid the different �oors. One jack goes to the second �oor. As you say this,
you take one card off the top (which they think is a jack) and put it in the deck
somewhere low down. You explain that the next jack goes half way up the building,
and put the next card face down in the middle. The third jack raids the upper �oors,
so you put that in near the top, and the �nal jack stays on the roof to watch out for
police. As you say this, turn over the top card and show them the �nal jack. This is a
convincing moment for the audience, as they see the last jack and strengthens the
idea that you put the others into the deck just moments before. Announce that
when the police are spotted, the jack on the roof calls the others back up to the top
so they can escape by helicopter. Turn over the cards at the top to reveal all the
jacks - and that's it! It's a simple and easy routine, but remember the key skills here
are learning to take a break under a stock of cards, and transport those cards
smoothly without drawing suspicion. Practice in front of a mirror so you can see the
audience's viewpoint and check your angles.
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Above: Spreading the cards initially to get a break with the little �nger.

Above: a break with the little �nger under seven cards
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Above: lifting up the seven cards as one block - facing the audience.

Above: Flipping the deck face down in the left hand, and the jacks on top.
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Technique: basic shuffles

As a magician, you should be able to execute a few simple shuf�es. Two basic shuf�es are the
overhand shuf�e and the Hindu shuf�e.

With the overhand shuf�e, you hold the deck in 'overhand shuf�e position', and pick up a stock
of cards from the bottom, and drop them over the top in clumps. Some people may also �ip the
remaining cards in the left hand back and forth, dropping cards from the right hand in front and
behind. It is called an overhand shuf�e as the right hand moves over the left. 

For the Hindu Shuf�e, hold the deck face down with the right hand, with your �ngers against
the long edges. Grip the deck with the thumb on one side, �ngers at the other, but close to the
bottom. The left hand is going to strip out chunks from the top of deck with the �ngers, and let
them drop into the left palm. Every so often, you slap the remaining cards on top, and start again,
or slap them on top initially, whilst picking up more cards from the bottom into the right hand.

Above: Overhand shuf�e
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The Hindu Force

The word 'force' in magic refers to making something look like free choice, when
actually it isn't. Using the Hindu shuf�e, detailed above, you can execute a very
convincing force. The key is to create something that looks like the shuf�e, but
actually isn't quite the same thing. Start with the same hand position, and strip
packets of cards from the top of the deck with the left �ngers, letting them drop
into the palm. If you look at this action carefully, you will notice that the bottom
card of the deck doesn't actually change. It would only do so if you placed the
remaining cards on the top of the deck and started the action again. Therefore you
can do this action quite freely, and ask the audience to call stop, and show them the
bottom card in the right hand packet, ask them to remember it, and then slap it
onto the rest. It feels really fair, and like the card has genuinely come from the
centre, when in actual fact, it is from the bottom.

Above: Hindu shuf�e
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Above: Hindu Shuf�e

The Counting Force

Set-up: You must glimpse the top card of the deck. 

This is a self-working force, which is very convincing, but can't be done more than
once to the same person. The reason for this is because you demonstrate what to
do, and in doing so, cause the force to work, as I will explain. It would look odd if
you did it the same way again. Ask for a 'low-ish number'. I use the term 'low-ish',
because I want it to feel like a free choice, but not take too long to count the cards.
When the spectator gives you a number - e.g. 8 - count the cards down on to the
table saying 'I want you to count down to the eighth card, and remember it'.
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You demonstrate the action, and look at the last card yourself - i.e. you show them
exactly what you want them to do. Then place the cards back on top and get them
to do it. In demonstrating the action, you deal the force card down �rst, and the
required number from the spectator - so when they are put back on the deck again,
and the process starts again, they arrive at the force card automatically.

Coin vanish from paper

Set-up: You will need a piece paper (roughly A6 size), a coin, and a pencil in your
pocket. 

Show the coin and paper to the audience. Begin by folding the paper in half - or so
it should seem. In actual fact you don't fold it exactly in half, so from your point of
view there is a lower edge. Drop the coin into the centre, and fold the edges around
to make a pocket. You should fold the edges towards the audience (it doesn't matter
in which order). Then, fold over the top towards  the audience so it looks like you 
are sealing it, and  there is no way for the coin to get out. In actual fact, because of
the lower edge, the coin can still escape. Show the apparently sealed packet on all
sides, and in doing so, allow the coin to slide into your hand. With the hand holding
the coin, go to your pocket to retrieve the pencil, and ditch it at the same time. Tap
the paper, and then rip it up into little pieces, to show the coin has vanished.
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Above: Folding the paper and putting the coin inside.

Above: The fold. Notice that the lower edge is towards the magician - not visible to the audience.  
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Above: Folding the edges round.

Above: Folding the �ap over to apparently seal the coin inside the paper.
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Above: Letting the coin secretly fall out into your hand

So there you have it - that's Lesson 1. Now it's up to you to practice and get these
basic techniques smooth. Remember that although a principle or technique may be
simple, you must practice until you are comfortable and con�dent. You should be
able to do the sleight of hand without having to think about it. Then you can focus
on giving a good performance.
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